My Legacy
Lyrics: Nicolas Py
Music: Age of Collision

My body is getting sore
I call for your attendance
Listen my dearest friends
These is the last word of a man
You always have been there
I trust you more than anyone
As I am terrified to die
I must tell you everything before I go
before you lay me in the grave
As you know I sailed the seven seas
I traded my youth
I ripped my soul
Just to find where I belong
I took so many precious lives
For the sake of the cause
I built an empire of violence
A code of honor
It took time to realize that I've been driving the wrong way
from the beginning
I offered myself a second chance
Early morning, I emptied the safe
I gave back everything to the ocean
I retired
Since then I lead the life you know
I changed for the better
So, hear my friends and family
I want you to remember
The moral of this story
The legacy I want to let
Despite the unforgivable
I pass away without regret

Deep Water
Lyrics: Nicolas Py
Music: Age of Collision
Lost in the tempest
They felt the end
The ominous presence
Below the ship
From far below the ship
They should have been listening to that drunk-ass captain
at the bar in Southampton drinking a bottle of rhum
while telling them not to go
They disobeyed
Searching for ancient treasure
They braved the sea
They were not there for blood
But just to show their valiant hearts
Their greed is forcing them now to face their hopelessness
A giant tentacle caught the head of the admiral
He disappeared in the darkest water
A cry of despair then the deep silence of the abyss
Laws of nature are not meant to be infringed
The punishment came uncompromising
"Sir what was that? This is horrible!"
That's what the sailor said then the engine died
No God to hear their prayers, nor miracle to come
The monster hit the vessel which is being sinking straight
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The Greed
Lyrics: Nicolas Py
Music: Age of Collision

Absent,
As the booze alters my perception.
I let myself dive in my thoughts.
This map and this key, just there in my hand, have an invaluable potential.
We're leaving out for the great open sea.
Hoist the mainsail of the boat.
My fellow seamen follow the lucky star.
Nothing will stop us.
To all the sacrificed and the broken-hearted,
To all the people I betrayed,
You are now part of this.
(You are part of this.)
Forgive.
I will be back home again someday with a lot of shiny gold.
I made some bad choices, but I will repent myself entirely.
Tomorrow everything begins.
We're ready to leave the docks.
Tomorrow everything begins.
We abandon our hookers.
We're leaving out for the great open sea.
Hoist the mainsail of the boat.
My fellow seamen follow the lucky star.
Nothing will stop us.
We will seek and find

Atlantis Tentacle
Lyrics: Nicolas Py
Music: Age of Collision
It hurts so much, I can't breathe
The water's filling my lungs
Don't know what's up and down
I'm slowly losing mind
Those colors everywhere… This is the end
Then everything's turned black
I got caught by something sticky and gluey
I can feel love and warmth
Is that a last dream? Am I still alive?
My heart never had a chance to stop
I got rescued (I got rescued)
I feel the healing, less suffering
It's time to open my eyes and watch
Rebirth, relive
It doesn't feel like earth
The world I left
Looks more like heaven
I can admire the ocean around me
This is a huge dome upon a whole city
Everything's gorgeous, everything's so shiny
Back on my feet, I leave the dormitory
Only a few people here in the street
But a lot of robots and all the technology
I hear some calling, some incantations
I don't understand, they're rushing in the same direction
On the plaza thousands of peasants on their knees
On the plaza the fear
On the plaza the light went down
On the plaza the earthquake shook hard
On the plaza came the shadow
On the plaza he recognized he couldn't believe his eyes
Savior / Killer
God / Kraken
The same being
Ruler of this underworld
"Kneel before the king
And his holy tentacles
We're still alive because of his great mercy
Forever we will serve"
Forever we will serve.
Together as one.

